Minutes Second Patient Participation Group Meeting
10th January 2012

Present: 2 Lay members. 

Practice representatives: GP partner.  Practice Manager. Assistant Practice Manager.  Head Receptionist at Dudley. GP Registrar 
.
Apologies: Head receptionist from Wideopen Surgery and 3 lay members

Minutes of last meeting agreed as correct.

Agenda

Welcome and Introductions – The group were introduced to our GP Registrar, who had come along to observe the meeting.

Website - As the practice is required to publicise the profile, reports and actions of the PPG on its website the lay members agreed to have their details and a group photograph taken to go on the practice website.
Action – photograph to be taken at the next meeting.

Election of Chair and Secretary – One lay member was elected as chair and the assistant practice manager as secretary.

Patient survey – One lay member suggested that the patient experience could be improved by gaining comments and suggestions from patients on any changes or additions to the waiting areas at both sites.   
Action - The practice team will compile a patient survey using Survey Monkey but will submit the survey to the PPG lay members in advance of the next meeting.  Two of the lay members volunteered to come into the practice during surgery hours to approach patients to complete the survey and explain the role of the PPG.  One lay member also suggested that when members of the PPG are in the reception area they wear a badge to identify themselves.

AOB

A lay member was concerned that he had not been consulted regarding a change to one of his prescribed medications, but had received a letter from the practice stating a change had been made.  The GP partner explained that the practice pharmacist had made the change in line with guidance from the PCT on prescribing a cheaper but as effective alternative to the original medication.






A lay member wanted an explanation as to why he had requested a home visit for his wife at 9.00am but the GP hadn’t visited until 1.00pm.  The GP partner confirmed that GP’s are in morning surgery until 12.00pm and it was not possible for GP visits to take place before this time but that we would be reviewing our working procedures in the near future.  

   
Another lay member raised concerns at the low numbers of lay persons attending the meetings.  The practice manager explained that due to other commitments some members where unable to attend this evening.  The assistant practice manage expressed concerns from a lay member, who is unable to attend meetings at the beginning of the week due to her work rotas. A decision was taken by the PPG to alternate meetings between a Tuesday and Thursday to make the meetings more accessible for other members of the PPG.  The assistant practice manager has also had interest from a couple of other patients who might be interested in joining the group.


 Next meeting Thursday 23rd of February
5.30pm at Wideopen Surgery

